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Emergence of the modern United States:  Industrialization changed 
America-New inventions and the factory system. This new 
industrialization needed workers which were provided by immigrants. 
Immigration changed the cities and the development of labor unions 
improved life for many people. The end of the frontier in 1890 changed 
the farms and rural areas. Migration of farmers to the cities. 
 
Progressive Era and the First World War (1914-1918) through the New 
Deal: Theodore Roosevelt was a Progressive and in the early 1900’s 
changed American life. A Progressive sought to improve life and pass 
laws that improved the quality of life. The United States was neutral 
during the first years of the World War I. The war caused huge 
problems and killed 11 million. The US entered the war in 1917 and the 
Treaty of Versailles ended the war, but this treaty is blamed for causing 
WWII. The 1920’s saw radical change in the US-and the good life 
collapsed in 1929. FDR helped ease the Great Depression with his New 
Deal programs.  
 
Second World War: 1939-1945 German, Italy, Japan form the Axis 
governments. German attacks Poland to start the war-Sept.1, 1939 
many key battles-Battle of Britain-1942, D-Day-June 6, 1944. Hiroshima 
August 6, 1945 started the atomic age.  
 
Post-Second World War: The Cold War- competition between the USA 
and USSR. Incidents like the Berlin Airlift-1948-1949 were common. 
Major improvements in American life, new inventions and more 
conveniences for the home. Space Age travel-The Baby Boom 
generation-Vietnam War-Peace Protests-Oil Embargo 1974 
 
Recent developments: Ronald Reagan’s conservative movement of the 
1980’s, Iran-Contra 1986, Gulf War 1991, President Clinton-wonderful 
economic times- Controversial election in 2000-9/11 tragedy-Iraq War --
War on Terrorism 


